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The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the impact of the glass composition on the 

formation of Ag nanoparticles in Er3+ doped phosphate glasses.  

The first task was to prepare Er3+ doped oxyfluoride phosphate glasses with varying glass 

compositions and to study the effect of the composition on the physical, structural, optical 

and spectroscopic properties of the glass. Glasses with the composition ((97-

x)*0.9NaPO3-(97-x)*0.1NaF-xZnO-2.5Ag2SO4-0.5Er2O3) with x =0, 1.25, 2.5, and 5 in 

mol% were prepared by standard melt quenching route. The glasses were melted in a 

quartz crucible for 5 minutes at temperatures ranging between 800°C and 875°C, depend-

ing on the glass composition and then annealed. Based on the DTA, all of the glasses are 

thermally stable as evidenced by their large T=Tx-Tg. The addition of ZnO increases the 

glass density and Tp, the crystallization temperature. Using IR and Raman spectroscopies, 

Zn is suspected to act as a modifier, leading to a depolymerization of the phosphate net-

work and to a less cross-linked network. The addition of Zn increases the intensity of the 

emission band at 1.5 µm under pumping at 980nm although it has no noticeable impact 

on the site of Er3+.  

The second task was to grow silver nanoparticles (NPs) in the glasses using heat and to 

study the impact of the nanoparticles on the spectroscopic properties of the glasses. In 

order to grow silver NPs, the glasses were heat treated at a temperature of 10°C and 20°C 

above their respective glass transition temperature for 17 hours. The heat treatment 

changes the color of the glasses from pink to yellowish and so leads to the appearance of 

a new absorption band at ~400nm. This new band corresponds to the surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR) absorption of silver nanoparticles (NPs). The addition of ZnO was found 

to increase the intensity of the absorption band indicating that Ag NPs form more easily 

in a more depolymerized phosphate network. An increase in the intensity of the emission 

peak at 1530 nm was observed after heat treatment at Tg + 10°C due to the local field 

induced by SPR of Ag NPs and the energy transfer from metallic NPs to RE -ions. How-

ever, it is shown here that an increase in the heat treatment temperature to Tg + 20°C 
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increases the intensity of the surface plasmon resonance absorption band of silver NPs 

indicating that a larger amount of Ag NPs are formed. However, the heat treatment de-

creases the intensity of the emission probably due to the back energy transfer from the 

exited states of Er3+ to the silver NPs. Finally, the X-ray diffraction analysis of the Tg + 

20°C heat treated glasses confirms that the heat treatment does not lead to crystallization 

of the glasses.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1960, a new and exciting invention known as laser was presented. This was the begin-

ning of the field of research known as photonics. Photonics is an area of optics that fo-

cuses on the generation, modulation, amplification, conversion, and detection of light. 

There is a wide variety of photonics applications in optical communications, optical com-

ponents and systems, information technology, solar cells and many more fields. [Pa, 14] 

Glass offers a great medium to propagate light and this material is of great interest due to 

its marvelous optical properties. Glass can incorporate a uniform distribution of rare-

earth, therefore glasses are well studied as laser glasses. They can be used as fibers for 

amplifiers in optical communication systems and as optical sources [Ya, 00, p. 82]. Glass 

is also a great medium for growing metallic nanoparticles. Certain metallic nanoparticles 

have the ability to enhance the luminescence properties of laser glasses when incorporated 

in the glass network [Re, 12 a].  

The present study has two different objectives. The first objective was to prepare novel 

erbium doped oxyfluoride phosphate glasses with different glass compositions and to 

study the effect of the composition on the physical, structural, optical and spectroscopic 

properties of the glass. The second objective was to grow silver nanoparticles in the glass 

network using heat treatment, and to study the effects the formation of the Ag nanoparti-

cles on the spectroscopic properties of the glasses.  

The basic principles of glass, laser glass and the use of metallic nanoparticles in glasses 

are discussed as background information in Chapter 2. The preparation of glasses and the 

principles and operation of equipment used to characterize the glasses are summarized in 

Chapter 3. The results of the measurements along with the analysis and discussion based 

on the results can be found in Chapter 4. Finally, conclusions along with suggestions for 

future study are presented in Chapter 5. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 Glass  

Glasses can be produced in many different ways (sol gel, chemical vapor deposition, 

melting, etc.) and they can have various different compositions and so different chemical 

natures and properties. Still, all glasses share two common characteristics: they lack a 

long range, periodic atomic arrangement and they exhibit glass transformation behavior 

which occurs over a temperature range known as the glass transformation region. A sche-

matic diagram of the glass formation mechanism is depicted in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the glass formation mechanism. [Sh, 05, p. 4] 

Cooling a liquid to a temperature below the melting temperature usually results in a con-

version to crystalline state with a periodic atomic arrangement and to an abrupt decrease 

in enthalpy. If the cooling below the melting temperature is achieved without crystalliza-

tion, a supercooled liquid is formed. As the supercooled liquid is cooled further, the vis-

cosity of the liquid increases and the atomic structure cannot completely rearrange to an 

ordered crystalline structure. The structure becomes fixed and a glass is formed. It is im-

portant to keep in mind that the glass structure depends on the thermal history. A glass 

prepared using a slower cooling rate will have a lower enthalpy than its counterpart ob-

tained using a faster cooling rate. [Sh, 05, pp. 3-5] 

Silicate glasses are the most common glasses used throughout the history and are used 

for example in drinking glasses and windows. In silicate glasses, a 3-dimensional network 

consists of SiO4
4- tetrahedra which are linked to each other at all four corners. The illus-

tration of the network is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of amorphous silica network. [Sh, 05] 

The long-range disorder is mainly the consequence of variability in the Si-O-Si angle 

connecting tetrahedra. [Sh, 05, p. 81] The advantages of silicate glasses are their good 

optical, mechanical, and chemical properties. However, in pure silicate glass, the network 

is dense and tight and therefore it can incorporate only small amounts of rare-earth (RE) 

ions. Higher RE-ion concentrations in silicate glasses can lead to the formation of clus-

ters. [Ya, 00, p. 111] 

Phosphate glasses are alternative materials for silicate glasses. Phosphate network con-

sists of long chains of tetrahedral PO4 units linked by covalent bonding with bridging 

oxygen atoms. The different phosphate units are depicted in Figure 3 using Qn designa-

tion, where n is the number of bridging oxygens. 

 

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of phosphate units. [Ib, 12] 

Phosphate glasses usually consist of mainly Q1 and Q2 units [Sh, 05, p. 84-89].  

Phosphate glasses have various useful properties such as high transparency, high gain 

density, low melting temperatures, and low optical dispersion [Hr, 13]. They allow high 

RE -ion solubility as clustering occurs only at very high concentrations of RE [Bo, 15]. 

2.2 Laser glasses 

Laser glasses are optical glasses that are doped with rare-earth (RE) elements. RE ele-

ments consists of Scandium, Yttrium and the elements in the lanthanide series in the pe-

riodic table. There is an interest to add RE to glasses since their electron structure provides 

various usable fluorescing states and wavelengths. RE-ions are used to detect and amplify 
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signals in glass. Laser glasses have a wide range of applications in lasers and luminescent 

devices [In, 02].  

External pump light can be used to excite electrons in RE -ions to higher states. For Er3+, 

the electrons are pumped at 980 nm to the 4I11/2 level and nonradiative decay occurs into 

the level 4I13/2. The transition from the 4I13/2 level to the ground state 4I15/2 leads to a radi-

ative emission at 1.5µm, which is an important wavelength used in telecommunications 

as it is a safe wavelength to the human eye [Mi, 00]. The excitation can also be done to 

various other higher levels from which nonradiative decay occurs to the metastable 4I13/2 

level [Ya, 00, pp. 86-91]. The energy levels and transitions are depicted in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Energy levels and transition wavelengths of Nd3+ and Er3+. [Ya, 00, p. 91] 

When light travels in laser glass, photons excite the RE -ions. A passing photon may 

stimulate emission of a photon from the exited state. If this happens, the emitted photon 

acquires the same phase and direction, contributing to the signal and thus amplifying it. 

This mechanism is used in fiber laser. When a laser travels in this kind of fiber, it is 

amplified making it possible to travel long distances without losses. 

2.3 Metallic nanoparticles in laser glasses 

Glass is a great medium for growing metallic nanoparticles (NPs). Glass also provides 

long-term stability for metallic NPs [Si, 12]. Depending on the size density and distribu-

tion, metallic NPs in glass induce non-linear optical properties [Ri, 85]. There is an inter-

est to couple certain metallic NPs with RE -ions due to their ability to enhance lumines-

cence properties [Re, 12 a].  

Metals such as Ag, Cu and Au exhibit surface plasmon resonance (SPR) when they are 

embedded in a glass matrix as nanoparticles. Silver NPs are of special interest as they 
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have the highest plasmon excitation efficiency of the metals that experience SPR. [So, 

16] SPR is described as “the oscillation of the electronic cloud with respect to the ionic 

background of the particle and results in an increase of the local field around the excited 

particle” [So, 15]. 

The transitions of rare earth ions are electric dipole transitions. This makes the transitions 

sensitive to the local field surrounding the ions. [Ka, 05] The main reason metallic NPs 

enhance the luminescence properties in laser glasses is the local field induced by their 

SPR. The enhancement of luminescence is affected by the shape, size, number density of 

the metal NPs and the distance between the RE -ions and the NPs [Re, 12 a]. 

The energy levels and processes for silver NPs containing erbium doped glasses are 

shown in Figure 5, which depicts the enhanced local field (LFE) near the metallic NPs, 

energy transfer (ET) between Er3+ ions, energy transfer from Ag NP to Er3+ ions (ET), 

the ground state absorption (GSA), excited state absorption (ESA), non-radiative decay 

(NR) and multiphonon relaxation process (MRP). 

 

Figure 5: Schematic energy level diagram of Er3+ ions in the presence of silver NPs. 

[Re, 12 b] 

The induced local field around the silver NPs increases the electric field around the Er3 

ions increasing the rate of excitation of the Er3+ ions. In addition, the energy transfer from 

metallic NPs to RE -ions has an effect, though one of lesser extent. The 980 nm pump 

light is absorbed by the silver NPs and then transferred to Er3+ ions. The emission at 1.5 

µm is enhanced due to the increased population on the 4I13/2 level as a result of non-radi-

ative relaxation from the 4I11/2 level. [Wu, 11] However, it should be pointed out that a 

high concentration of silver NPs has been observed to decrease the intensity of the lumi-

nescence at 1.5µm due to the back-energy transfer from the exited states of Er3+ to the 

silver NPs [Sh, 16] 
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Phosphate glasses doped with metallic nanoparticles have been of great interest. The op-

tical properties of Ag-doped aluminophosphate glasses can be found in [Ji, 07]. The Ag 

NPs were reported to enhance the up-conversion emission in Er3+ doped phosphate 

glasses [Am, 12]. The luminescence of Eu3+ doped borophosphate glasses containing Ag 

NPs [Vi, 16] and Ag NPs in Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped multicomponent phosphate glasses [Sh, 

16] have been also studied. Also the thermal and structural properties [So, 15] as well as 

the spectroscopic properties [So,16] of silver NP containing Er3+ doped phosphate glasses 

have been studied. The zinc phosphate glasses were found to be a promising host material 

for developing the solid-state 1.53 μm optical amplifiers [So, 15]. The NPs were found to 

have a remarkable effect on the structure of the glass, this was explained by the depoly-

merization of the glass network [So,16]. Metallic nanoparticles containing rare-earth 

doped glasses have various applications such as colored displays and amplifier wave-

guides for telecommunications [Ri, 10]. 

2.4 Formation of metallic nanoparticles in glass 

There are various techniques that can be used to grow metallic nanoparticles in glass 

systems: melt-quench method, sol gel method, ion implantation and ion-exchange [Si, 

12].  

• In the melt-quench method, the metal is added to the glass during the glass prep-

aration in an ionic form. The nucleation and growth of the metallic NPs occurs 

during a heat treatment at a temperature slightly above the glass transition tem-

perature. The growth of NPs can be controlled by changing the temperature and 

duration of the heat treatment. [Si, 12] For silver, the metal is applied as Ag+ ions 

and during the heat treatment the silver is reduced to Ag0 NPs.  

• In the sol-gel method, the metal ions are implemented in the sol and the nuclea-

tion of metallic nanoparticles is achieved by heat treatment. This method can be 

used to incorporate various different metal dopants into various mixtures and it 

has low processing temperatures. [Ep, 00] 

• In the ion-exchange method, the metal ions are introduced to the glass by im-

mersing the glass into a molten salt mixture in which the salt contains the metal 

ions. Ions from the surface and subsurface region are substituted by metal ions 

from the immersion melt. The particle formation is achieved by thermal treatment. 

This method enables the introduction of high metal ion concentrations, it doesn’t 

damage the glass unlike ion implantation and it can be upscaled to mass produc-

tion. In the ion-exchange method the ion-insertion and the particle growth are sep-

arate processes, this is favorable for controlling the final particle size. [Si, 12]  

• In ion implantation, the metal ions are accelerated into the glass using an ion 

implantation system. The nucleation of silver NPs occurs during high ion-fluence 

implantation and it can also be supported by thermal heat treatment after the im-

plantation. Ion implantation has important advantages such as the ability to have 
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higher solubility, to use any materials, to implant a wide variety of elements and 

to control the depth and distribution of the elements in a well-defined layer [Vy, 

16]. However, the ion implantation technique causes damage in the glass matrix 

[Si, 12]. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

3.1 Glass preparation 

Glasses with the composition ((97-x)*0.9NaPO3-(97-x)*0.1NaF-xZnO-2.5Ag2SO4-

0.5Er2O3) with x = 0, 1.25, 2.5, and 5 in mol% were prepared by melt quenching route. 

The raw materials for the batch preparation were: analytical grade (NaPO3)6 from Alfa 

Aesar, 99.99% purity; NaF from Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.0% purity; ZnO from Sigma-Al-

drich, ≥99.5% purity; Ag2SO4 from Sigma-Aldrich and 99.999% purity and Er2O3 from 

MV Laboratories Inc. The ~15g batches were mixed in a mortar and the glasses were 

melted in a quartz crucible for 5 minutes at temperatures ranging between 800°C and 

875°C, depending on the glass composition as shown in Table 1.  

Table 1: Melting temperatures of the different glasses. 

x Melting temperature °C 

0 800 

1.25 825 

2.5 845 

5 875 

 

After quenching the glasses were annealed at 200°C for 6 hours to remove the thermal 

stress produced during the forming and cooling of the glass.  In order to grow silver NPs, 

a piece of each glass was heat treated at a temperature of 10°C and 20°C above the glass  

transition temperature (Tg) for 17 hours.  

All of the experiments were conducted in air and the heating rate for the furnace was 

10°C/min. 

3.2 Physical and thermal properties 

Physical and thermal properties are of importance when characterizing different glasses. 

Thermal properties give information on how the glass reacts to different temperatures, 

when it starts to melt and how stable the glass is stable against crystallization. 
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3.2.1 Density measurement 

The density of the glasses was measured using the Archimedes’ method. Ethanol was 

used as the immersion liquid due to the hygroscopicity of the glasses. The measurement 

was done using an OHAUS Adventurer Analytical –scale along with its density measure-

ment kit. The weight of a sample was measured first in air and then in ethanol by placing 

the sample in a submerged cradle. The density was then determined using the following 

equation: 

𝜌𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 𝜌𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑
𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟

𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟−𝑚𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑
,                                                                                            (1) 

where 𝜌𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 and 𝜌𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 are the density of the sample and of the immersion liquid re-

spectively, 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the mass of the sample in air and 𝑚𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 is the mass of the sample in 

the immersion liquid.  

The accuracy of the density measurement is ± 0.02 g/cm3. 

3.2.2 Differential thermal analysis 

The thermal properties of the glasses are characterized by the glass transition temperature 

(Tg) and the crystallization temperatures (Tp and Tx). At glass transition temperature there 

is a discontinuous change in the specific heat of the glass. This occurs as the glass converts 

from solid to liquid in the glass transformation region. At the crystallization temperature, 

enthalpy is released as a result of crystallization when the glass forms intermolecular 

bonds and the structure becomes more ordered. [Sh, 05, p. 239] 

Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) was used to determine the aforementioned charac-

teristic temperatures for the glasses. In DTA, a studied sample and an inert reference ma-

terial are heated at a controlled rate. Thermal events, such as glass transformation, crys-

tallization or phase transformations, occur to the sample. This leads to a difference in 

temperature with the reference material. Based on the temperature differences, the heat 

flow of the sample is plotted as a function of temperature. [Sh, 05, p. 237-238] The direc-

tion of the DTA curve indicates whether the thermal process is exothermic or endother-

mic. [Ke, 80] The different characteristic temperatures can be seen in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: Thermogram of the x=1.25 glass with markings for the characteristic temper-

atures. 

The differential thermal analysis was performed using a Netszch F1 instrument. A piece 

of each as-prepared glass was grounded into fine powder and analyzed in a platinum pan 

at 10°C/min heating rate in a range of 30 to 550°. The Tg was then determined as the 

inflection point of the endotherm which is the first derivative of the DTA curve. Tx and 

Tp were taken as the onset and at the maximum point of the first exothermic peak, respec-

tively. The accuracy of the measurement for each temperature is ± 3°C.  

3.3 Optical and luminescence properties 

When considering the use of glasses as materials for photonic applications, the optical 

properties are of high importance. The optical properties are characterized by the absorp-

tion and emission of light by the glasses. 

3.3.1 Absorption spectra measurement 

In light absorption, a photon that has the energy equivalent to an electronic transition to 

a higher state is absorbed. The amount of photons in light is therefore decreased and the 

intensity is reduced. Since the electron transitions correspond to different wavelengths, 

the absorption is dependent on the wavelength of the light.  

A spectrometer is an optical instrument that is used to measure the light intensity in a 

media as a function of wavelength. A schematic diagram of a spectrophotometer is de-

picted in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Schematic diagram of a spectrometer. [So, 05, p. 12] 

In a spectrophotometer, the monochromator selects a narrow spectral band of the light 

emitted from a light source. The beam is split into two: one beam travels to the detector 

uninterrupted (𝐼0) and the other beam passes through the sample before reaching the de-

tector (𝐼). As the beam passes through the sample, its intensity decreases when some of 

the light is absorbed. Then the monochromator selects another spectral band and the pro-

cess is repeated through the given range. [So, 05, p. 12] 

The absorbance is calculated from the intensity ratio of the split beams at the detector 

according to the following equation: 

𝐴 = log (
𝐼

𝐼0
)                                                                                                                         (2) 

The absorption coefficient (cm-1) is calculated using the Beer Lambert –law: 

𝛼 =
ln(10)

𝐿
𝐴,                                                                                                                             (3) 

where 𝐿 is the thickness of the sample in cm. [So, 05, pp. 11–15]  

The absorption cross-section𝛼(𝜆)(cm2) is calculated using the following equation: 

𝛼 =
ln(10)

𝑁𝐿
𝐴,                                                                                                                               (4) 

where 𝑁 is the RE -ion concentration (ions/cm3) calculated from RE -ion mol% and the 

density of a glass.  

The absorption cross-section can be indicated with an accuracy of ± 10%. 
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The absorption spectra of polished samples were measured using an UV-Vis-NIR -spec-

trophotometer (UV-3600 Plus, Shimadzu). The spectra were measured using a 0.2 nm 

interval in the range of 200-1700 nm. The thickness of the glasses were measured using 

a digital caliper, when taking into account the deviations on the parallelism of the glass’ 

surfaces, the accuracy of the measured thickness is ± 0.05 mm. 

3.3.2 Emission spectra measurement 

Luminescence is described as an inverse process to absorption. When an atomic system 

is in an exited state, the excitation can be released by spontaneous emission of photons as 

the electrons transition to lower states. There are different types of luminescence, the type 

is determined by how the excitation is achieved. Photoluminescence occurs when the ex-

citation is achieved using light within the optical range. Photoluminescence spectra can 

be measured using an optical instrument called spectrofluorometer. [So, 05, p. 18] A 

schematic picture of a spectrofluorometer setup is depicted in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Schematic diagram of a spectrofluorometer. [So, 05, p. 18] 

The excitation can be achieved by a lamp. When measuring the emission spectra, the 

sample is excited using a fixed wavelength. After excitation, the emitted light is collected 

by a focusing lens and the emission (Em.) monochromator lets through a certain a narrow 

spectral band to the detector. The detector measures the intensity of the emission and the 

spectrum is measured by scanning different wavelengths.  

A piece of each glass was grounded into fine powder and placed in a sample holder. The 

emission spectra of the glasses was measured in the range 1400-1700 nm with a 0.5 nm 

interval using a Jobin Yvon iHR320 spectrometer with a Hamamatsu P4631-02 detector 

and a Thorlabs FEL 1500 –filter. The excitation was achieved using a monochromatic 

976 nm single-mode fiber pigtailed laser diode (CM962UF76P-10R, Oclaro). The exper-

iments were conducted at room temperature. 
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3.4 Structural properties 

It is difficult to determine the structure of a glass since there is no single technique to use 

to characterize the structure of an amorphous solid. A combination of techniques like 

infrared and Raman spectroscopies are needed to investigate the structure of a glass. 

3.4.1 Raman spectroscopy  

Raman scattering is a two-photon scattering where there is a difference in frequency be-

tween the initial and the scattered photon. Raman spectroscopy is based on this inelastic 

photon scattering event and relies on a molecule being Raman-active, meaning that its 

motion occurs with a changing polarizability. In Raman spectroscopy, a molecule’s si-

nusoidal vibration or rotation changes its polarization and the incoming photon’s fre-

quency is increased or decreased by an amount corresponding to the energy spacing of 

the molecule. This event gives information about the structure of a sample as bands in the 

Raman spectra can be associated with the vibration of corresponding molecules. [Ba, 01] 

 

Figure 9: Schematic diagram of Raman spectrometer(a) and the energy transitions for 

Rayleigh and Raman Scattering. (b), [Ba, 01] (a), http://bwtek.com/raman-theory-of-ra-

man-scattering, figure retrieved 12.6.2018 (b) 

As can be seen from the schematic presentation of a Raman spectrum measurement in 

Figure 9a, a laser light of a certain frequency is used to excite a molecule to some virtual 

state. The excited molecule returns to a state that is the same as (Rayleigh Scattering), 

higher than (Stokes Raman Scattering), or lower than (Anti-stokes Raman Scattering) the 

initial state. A photon corresponding to this shift is emitted. The different energy transi-

tions are depicted in Figure 9b. The dominant Rayleigh scattering is filtered out and the 

Raman signals are collected.  

The Raman spectra of polished as-prepared glasses were measured between 200 and 1400 

cm-1 using a Thermo ScientificTM DXRTM 2xi Raman Imaging Microscope and a 785 nm 

wavelength laser in room temperature. The laser power was 600 µW and the exposure 

time was 30 seconds per pixel. 

a) b) 
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3.4.2 IR spectroscopy  

Absorbance of light in the infrared (IR) region is due to changes in the vibrational energy 

levels and dipole moment of molecules. As these are characteristic to molecules, the IR-

spectrum gives information about the structure of a sample. A schematic picture of a typ-

ical Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectrometer setup is depicted in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: Schematic diagram of an FTIR spectrometer. [So, 05, p.33] 

The setup consists of a Michelson interferometer that uses a fixed- and a moving mirror, 

a beam splitter, and an IR detector. An IR beam coming from the source is split by a beam 

splitter. The beams are reflected from a fixed mirror and a moving mirror and pass the 

sample before getting to the detector. An interferogram, which is a Fourier transform of 

the spectrum, is collected. It consists of periodic changes due to constructive and destruc-

tive interferences. The original spectrum is then numerically reconstructed. When the 

measurement is done with and without a sample, the data can be used to determine the 

absorbance of the sample. [So, 05, p. 33-36] 

Traditionally IR spectrometers require the sample thickness to be less than few tens of 

micrometers. This leads to difficulties in sample preparation. Attenuated Total Reflec-

tance (ATR) is an IR sampling technique that offers various benefits such as faster sam-

pling, improved reproductivity and minimized user-to-user spectral variation. The opera-

tion of an ATR is depicted in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11: Schematic diagram of the ATR setup. [ATR, 05] 

ATR operates by measuring the changes in an IR-beam that is aimed at a certain angle 

into a crystal with a significantly higher refractive index than that of the sample. The 

sample is in direct contact with this crystal. The beam is totally internally reflected at the 

surface of the sample. The beam bounces between surfaces and finally exits to the detec-

tor. The internal reflectance creates an evanescent wave, which travels a few micrometers 

into the sample and undergoes absorbance. The absorption of the evanescent wave is 

measured and the system then generates an infrared spectrum. [ATR, 05] 

A piece of each glass was grinded into powder and the IR spectra were measured using a 

Perkin Elmer Spectrum FTIR2000 with ATR mode in mid infrared region 650–1400 

cm−1. The resolution of the measurement was 1 cm-1 and the spectra were obtained from 

the accumulation of 8 scans. 

3.5 X-Ray Diffraction Analysis 

X-ray diffraction is a technique used to analyze the atomic level structure of solids. It 

utilizes the unique diffraction patterns formed by the intensities and spatial distributions 

of X-rays elastically scattered from the sample. X-rays are used because their wavelength 

is in the same range as the interatomic spacing in crystals and they are therefore diffracted.   

Bragg’s Law describes the diffraction of X-rays by a crystal. Diffraction peaks are ob-

tained as the Bragg condition is met: 

𝑛λ = 2𝑑 sin 𝜃,                                                                                                                                                      (5) 

where 𝑛 is an integer, λ is the wavelength of the X-rays, 𝑑 is the distance between adjacent 

crystal planes and 𝜃 is the angle between the scattered rays and the atomic plane in de-

grees. [He, 18, pp. 11-13] 

A schematic picture of an X-Ray spectrometer is depicted in Figure 12.  
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Figure 12: Schematic picture of an X-Ray spectrometer [Hyperphysics http://hyper-

physics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/quantum/bragg.html] 

In an X-Ray spectrometer, the generated X-Rays pass through filters and collimators and 

hit the sample in an angle of 𝜃. The diffracted X-Rays are then collected to the detector 

placed in an angle of 2𝜃 to satisfy the Bragg condition. The X-Ray tube and the detector 

are moved along a circle and a diffraction pattern spectrum is gathered as a function of 

the incident angle. The spectrum is then compared to a library of known patterns to de-

termine the structure of the sample. 

The XRD analysis was carried out on powder samples with the Panalytical EMPYREAN 

multipurpose X-Ray Diffractometer using nickel filtered copper K-Alpha radiation. The 

spectra were obtained using the Bragg-Brentano geometry and by rotating the sample 

holder around the Phi-axis at a constant speed of 16 revolutions per minute. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Impact of glass composition on various glass properties 

Glasses with the composition ((97-x)*0.9NaPO3-(97-x)*0.1NaF-xZnO-2.5Ag2SO4-

0.5Er2O3) with x =0, 1.25, 2.5, and 5 in mol% were prepared using standard melting pro-

cess in air. The density and the thermal properties of the as-prepared glasses are presented 

in Table 2. 

Table 2: Densities and thermal properties of the as-prepared glasses. 

x ρ ± 0.02 g/cm3 Tg ± 3°C Tx ± 3°C Tp± 3°C ΔT (Tx-Tg) 

± 6°C 

0 2.67 276 378 401 102 

1.25 2.70 273 383 423 110 

2.5 2.70 275 390 434 115 

5 2.73 277 388 446 111 

 

An increase in x leads to an increase in glass density. This is due to the partial replacement 

of NaPO3 and NaF in the network by the heavier Zn. The thermal properties of the glasses 

were determined from the DTA curves depicted in Figure 13.  
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Figure 13: DTA curves of the glasses. 

As x is increased, there is an increase in Tp. The change in the glass composition has no 

significant effect on Tg nor Tx. Thermal stability ΔT (Tx-Tg) is a gauge of the glass re-

sistance toward crystallization. A glass is considered stable against crystallization when 

ΔT is close to or above 100°C [Ce, 11], this is the case for all of the prepared glasses. 

Thermal stability is important to know to check if a glass is promising as an optical fiber. 

Fiber drawing is a reheating process, if the glass undergoes crystallization, it can lead to 

increased scattering loss and deteriorating of the optical properties [Sh, 16]. No real 

change in the thermal stability can be seen as x is increased.  

The IR spectra of the as-prepared glasses are presented in Figure 14. They are normalized 

to the main band centered at 870 cm-1. The changes in intensity are thus expressed rela-

tively to the band. 
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Figure 14: The normalized IR spectra of the as-prepared glasses. 

The spectra exhibit bands at 650-800, 870, 1080 and 1260 cm-1 and various shoulders in 

the 730-800 cm-1 and the 930-1050 cm-1ranges. The bands at 650-800, 870, 1080 and 

1260 cm-1 are attributed to vss(POP), vas(POP), vss(POP) and vas(OPO) fundamental vibra-

tions of Q2 units [Ko, 10]. Bands corresponding to v(P=O) of Q3 units appear at wave-

lengths higher than 1300 cm-1 and are not present in the spectra [Cu, 16]. The band at 

1080 cm-1 is attributed to the overlap of Q1 and Q2 units in metaphosphate. The shoulders 

at ~950 and at ~1030 cm-1 correspond to the asymmetric stretching vibrations of Q2 units 

in small and large rings, respectively [Wi, 84]. 

The addition of ZnO leads to the decrease in the intensity of the band at 1260 cm-1 and to 

an increase in intensity of the band at 1080cm-1 compared to that of the main band indi-

cating an increase in the Q1 units at the expense of Q2 units. A slight shift to lower wave-

numbers of the bands’ position can also been seen indicating changes in the strength of 

the chemical bonds in the glass network when x increases. [Po, 17] The decrease in in-

tensity of the shoulder at 950 cm-1 indicates replacement of small phosphate rings by long 

chain structure of the glass.  

The Raman spectra of the as-prepared glasses are presented in Figure 15. They are nor-

malized to the band of maximum intensity at 1150 cm-1. The changes in intensity are thus 

expressed relatively to the band. 
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Figure 15: The normalized Raman spectra of the as-prepared glasses. 

The spectra exhibits bands at 300-400, ~700, 800-1050, ~1150 and 1200-1350 cm-1. The 

bands are characteristic to metaphosphate structure [Me, 97]. The band at ~700 cm-1 cor-

responds to the in-chain symmetric stretching modes along P-O-P bonds, the bridging 

oxygen atoms of Q2 [Su, 05]. The shoulder at ~950 cm-1 is associated with the symmetric 

PO4 stretch on Q0 tetrahedrons [Br, 00]. The band at ~1000 cm-1 corresponds to the P-O 

stretching due to bridging oxygen of Q1 units [Br, 00]. The band at around 1025 cm-1 

corresponds to the symmetric stretching ν(P-O) of terminal groups (Q1) [43]. The band at 

1160 cm-1 and the band at 1200-1300 cm-1 correspond to the symmetric and asymmetric 

stretching of non-bridging v(PO2) Q
2 units, respectively [Ka, 12]. In agreement with the 

IR spectra, there is no evidence of the presence of Q3 units, usually responsible of Raman 

shifts higher than 1300 cm-1. 

The increase in x results in increase in intensity of the shoulder at ~950 cm-1. This indi-

cates an increase in Q0 units. The shift of the 1160 cm-1 band to lower wavenumbers 

indicates the increase of Q1 units at the expense of Q2 units [Ka, 12]. There is also an 

increase in intensity of the band at ~1000 cm-1 probably due to increase in P-O bonds of 

terminal groups Q1 confirming that Zn acts as a modifier, leading to a depolymerization 

of the phosphate network and to a less cross-linked network.  

The absorption spectra of the as-prepared glasses are presented in Figure 16.  
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Figure 16: Absorption spectra of the as-prepared glasses: band gap (a), absorption 

band at 980 nm (b) and absorption band at1530 nm (c). 

The spectra in the Figure 16a exhibit various bands that all can be attributed to the 4f-4f 

transitions of Er3+ ions from the ground state 4I15/2 to different excited states [So, 15]. 

There is a slight shift of the absorption band gap towards higher wavelengths as x in-

creases, probably because the introduction of ZnO leads to the depolymerization of the 

phosphate network. The absorption coefficients of the peaks at 980 nm and 1.5 µm were 

determined from the Figure 16b and c and they were used to determine the absorption 

cross-sections according to equation 4. These values are presented in Table 3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) b) 

c) 
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Table 3: The absorption coefficients, Er3+ ion concentration and absorption cross-sec-

tions of the as-prepared glasses. 

x Abs. coeff. at 

980 nm /cm-1 

Abs. coeff. at 

1530 nm/cm-1 

Er3+(1019) 

/ions/cm3 ± 

5% 

σAbs at 980 

nm (10-21) 

/cm2 ± 10% 

σAbs at 1530 

nm (10-21) 

/cm2  ± 10% 

0 0.329 0.875 5.15 6.38 17.0 

1.25 0.336 0.876 5.21 6.45 16.8 

2.5 0.336 0.903 5.21 6.45 17.3 

5 0.352 0.932 5.27 6.68 17.7 

 

When taking into account the error of the measurement, the increase in x has no signifi-

cant impact on the absorption coefficient nor on the absorption cross-section at 980 nm 

and 1.5 µm. This indicates that ZnO has no impact on the site of Er3+ although it leads to 

some changes in the structure of the glasses.  

The emission spectra of the glasses are presented in Figure 17.  
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Figure 17: Emission spectra (a) and normalized emission band (b) of the investigated 

glasses (exc=980nm). 

The spectra exhibit an emission band which is typical for the Er3+ ion emission in glasses. 

The emission corresponds to the transition from the 4I13/2 level to the ground state 4I15/2. 

As seen in Figure 17a, there is an increase in emission as x is increased which might be 

related to the different solubility of the Er ions depending on the glass composition: as 

the Zn depolymerizes the phosphate network, it is possible that the Er-Er distance be-

comes longer increasing the intensity of the emission. As seen in Figure 17b, there is no 

a) b) 
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significant change in the shape of the emission band as x is increased confirming that the 

site of Er3+ is not modified by the addition of ZnO. [No, 18]  

4.2 Impact of heat treatment on the spectroscopic properties of 

the glasses 

The glasses were heat treated at Tg + 10°C and also at Tg + 20°C for 17 h. After heat 

treatment, the color of the glasses changed from pink to yellow as shown in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18: Picture of the as-prepared x=1.25 glass prior to (top) and after heat 

treatment at Tg+10°C (middle) and Tg+20°C (bottom) 

One should point out that the heat treatment did not have a noticeable effect on the trans-

parency of the glasses after polishing. However, it leads to changes in the glass color from 

pink to orange. 

The absorption spectra of the glasses prior to and after heat treatment are presented in 

Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Absorption spectra of the glasses prior to and after heat treatment at Tg + 

10°C and 20°C for 17 h for x=0 (a), x=1.25 (b), x=2.5 (c) and x=5 (d). 

The spectra exhibit the various bands that can be attributed to the 4f-4f transitions of Er3+ 

ions. The spectra of the heat treated glasses also exhibit a broad band at ~410 nm with a 

shoulder at ~450 nm which overlaps with Er3+ absorption peaks. The intensity of the ab-

sorption band increases slightly as the temperature of the heat treatment increases. In 

agreement with [So, 15], this band corresponds to the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) 

absorption of Ag NPs. The position of the SPR peak gives information on the size of the 

silver nanoparticles, an increase in particle size leads to the shift of the band to higher 

wavelengths. A higher absorption intensity indicates a higher nanoparticle concentration. 

[Sa, 17] 

The Ag NP size in the heat treated samples was evaluated by comparing the measured 

SPR peak position to the SPR peak position acquired by Soltani et. al. [So, 16] in a study 

of Ag NP containing phosphate glasses in which the NP size was determined by tunneling 

electron microscopy. Based on the comparison, the Ag NP size is expected to be in the 

20-40 nm range. An increase in x increases the intensity of the absorption band related to 

the Ag NPs indicating that Ag NPs form more easily in a more depolymerized phosphate 

network.  

The absorption coefficients and cross-sections at 980 nm and 1.5 µm were measured prior 

to and after heat treatment and are presented in Table 4.  

c) 

a) 

d) 

b) 
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Table 4: The absorption coefficients and cross-sections of the glasses before heat treat-

ment and after being heat treated at Tg + 10°C and 20°C for 17 h 

Sample Abs. coeff. at 

980 nm /cm-1 

Abs. coeff. at 

1530 nm/cm-1 

σAbs at 980 nm 

(10-21) /cm2 ± 

10% 

σAbs at 1530 

nm (10-21) 

/cm2  ± 10% 

x=0 
as-prepared 0.329 0.875 6.38 17.0 

Tg+10°C, 17h 0.319 0.848 6.19 16.5 
Tg+20°C, 17h 0.306 0.814 5.94 15.8 

x=1.25 
as-prepared 0.336 0.876 6.45 16.8 

Tg+10°C, 17h 0.316 0.840 6.06 16.1 

Tg+20°C, 17h 0.307 0.855 5.89 16.4 

x=2.5 
as-prepared 0.336 0.903 6.45 17.3 

Tg+10°C, 17h 0.341 0.924 6.54 17.7 

Tg+20°C, 17h 0.344 0.917 6.60 17.6 

x=5 
as-prepared 0.352 0.932 6.68 17.7 

Tg+10°C, 17h 0.348 0.958 6.68 18.2 
Tg+20°C, 17h 0.354 0.969 6.72 18.4 

 

As shown in Table 4, the heat treatment has no impact on the absorption coefficients and 

cross-sections. 

The emission spectra of the glasses prior to and after heat treatment are presented in Fig-

ure 20. 
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Figure 20: Emission spectra of the glasses prior to and after heat treatment at Tg + 10°C 

and 20°C for 17 h for x=0 (a), x=1.25 (b), x=2.5 (c) and x=5 (d). 

The intensity of the emission increases after heat treating for 17h at Tg + 10°C in agree-

ment with the changes in the absorption spectra seen in Figure 19. The emission enhance-

ment is caused by the local field induced by SPR of Ag NPs and the energy transfer from 

metallic NPs to RE -ions, to lesser extent [Wu, 11]. However, an increase in the temper-

ature of the heat treatment leads to a slight decrease in emission compared to the as-

prepared glasses. The decrease in emission intensity could be due to the back energy 

transfer from the exited states of Er3+ to the silver NPs as suggested by X. Shan et al. [Sh, 

16]. 

The percentage increase in the emission intensity for each glass after heat treatment is 

presented in Table 5.  

 

 

 

 

b) a) 

d) c) 
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Table 5: Percentage increase in the intensity of the emission at 1530 nm after heat 

treatment. 

x % increase after  

Tg+10°C, 17h 

% increase after  

Tg+20°C, 17h 

0 66 5 

1.25 42 -21 

2.5 47 -13 

5 75 -10 

 

A large increase in the intensity of the emission is seen for the glass for all the glasses 

heat treated for 17h at Tg + 10°C, with the increase in emission being largest for the x=5 

glass. Therefore, this glass is the most promising glass composition for the preparation of 

fiber laser operating at 1.5µm.  

The X-ray diffraction measurement was performed on powdered 17h at Tg + 20°C heat 

treated glasses x=0 and x=5. The results are presented in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21: XRD spectra of the glasses x=0 and x=5 after heat treatment at Tg + 20°C 

for 17 h. 
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The XRD patterns show no sharp peaks confirming the lack of crystalline structure in the 

heat treated samples. The patterns are typical for amorphous glass samples. The diffrac-

tion caused by silver nanoparticles cannot be seen because they are probably too small or 

too little to be detected. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

Er doped phosphate glasses with the composition ((97-x)*0.9NaPO3-(97-x)*0.1NaF-

xZnO-2.5Ag2SO4-0.5Er2O3) with x =0, 1.25, 2.5, and 5 in mol% were prepared by melt 

quenching route. Differential thermal analysis, density measurement, Fourier transform 

infrared and Raman spectroscopies were used to study the effect of glass composition on 

the physical, thermal and structural properties of the glasses. Absorption spectra and lu-

minescence measurements were performed to study the effect of glass composition on the 

optical properties of the glasses. An increase in x was found to increase the glass density. 

This is due to the partial replacement of NaPO3 and NaF in the network by the heavier 

Zn. The increase in x lead to increase on Tp but the change in glass composition had no 

significant effect on Tg or Tx. ΔT (Tx-Tg), usually used as a gauge for the glass resistance 

toward crystallization, is above 100°C for all of the prepared glasses indicating that the 

investigated glasses can be considered thermally stable and are good candidates to be 

drawn into fibers. From the IR and Raman spectra, it was found that the progressive ad-

dition of ZnO leads to the depolymerization of the phosphate network which leads to a 

red shift of the absorption band gap. However, the addition of ZnO has no impact on the 

site of Er3+ and so on the absorption coefficient or the absorption cross-section at 980 nm 

and 1.5 µm. An increase in intensity of the emission at 1.5µm was observed as x was 

increased. This could be related to the high phonon energy in the highly ZnO concentrated 

glasses and/or to the different solubility of Er in the glasses.  

The glasses were heat treated at 10°C and 20°C above the glass transition temperature for 

17 hours to form silver nanoparticles. The heat treatment changed the typical pink color-

ation of erbium containing phosphate glasses to a yellowish color. There was no noticea-

ble change in the transparency of the glasses after polishing. The presence of silver nano-

particles was confirmed from the absorption spectra of the glasses. The absorption spectra 

of the heat treated glasses exhibit a new absorption band in the spectra of the heat treated 

glasses which can be attributed to the surface plasmon resonance absorption of silver. The 

absorption coefficient of the SPR band increases as x increases indicating that more Ag 

NPs are expected to forme in a more depolymerized network. The absorption coefficient 

of the SPR band further increases as the heat treatment temperature increases from Tg + 

10°C to Tg + 20°C. An increase in intensity of the emission peak at 1530 nm was seen for 

all glass compositions heat treated at Tg + 10°C due to the emission enhancement caused 

by the local field induced by SPR of Ag NPs and the energy transfer from metallic NPs 

to RE -ions. However, the heat treatment at Tg + 20°C leads to a slight decrease in emis-

sion compared to the as-prepared glasses. The decrease in emission may be explained by 

the back energy transfer from the exited states of Er3+ to the silver NPs due to the large 

amount of Ag NPs. The X-ray diffraction analysis of the Tg + 20°C heat treated glasses 

confirmed the lack of crystalline structure. 
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This thesis was performed as a part of a wider study aiming towards a publication. Future 

work could involve choosing the most promising glass composition and studying the op-

tical properties as the amounts of erbium and silver are changed to further increase the 

intensity of the emission at 1.5µm. Also the glasses could be heat treated to create glass 

ceramics to see the effect it has on the luminescence properties.  
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